PCC BIBFRAME BIBCO Subtask Group

Mapping BSR to BIBFRAME 2.0 and other vocabularies

**Subtask group charge:** Map the BIBCO Standard Record (BSR) to BIBFRAME 2.0 and collaborate in defining a BIBFRAME Profile to Support BIBCO community’s descriptive practices.

**Time frame:** August 2016-

**Group Members:**

- Barbara Bushman (National Library of Medicine) (Co-Leader)
- Clara Liao (Library of Congress) (Co-Leader)
- Nicole Arbuckle (Backstage Library Works)
- Sharon Benamou (University of California, Los Angeles)
- Sever Bordeianu (University of New Mexico)
- Lia Contursi (Columbia Law School Library)
- Thomas Dousa (University of Chicago)
- Asheleigh Folsom (Georgetown University)
- John Hostage (Harvard University)
- Laura Kohl (University of New Mexico)
- Chris Long (University of Colorado Boulder)
- Jackie Shieh (George Washington University)
- Jennifer Erica Sweda (University of Pennsylvania)

**Summary Progress Report**

**BIBCO LCBF Template**

**PCC BIBFRAME Task Group Charge**

**Linked Data Training Resources**